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I . IHTROBUOHGS
- A f ielS la whioh oomparatively l i t t l e work has been aone
u n til quite resent years, but one of vastly increasing impor
tance, is the investigation of the quartz crystal and its
piezo-eleotrio properties.

When such a crystal is cut in a
-"
certain way i t has the property of vibrating mechanically at
-

...................................

'

,,

a certain natural frequency, th is frequency being determined
by the thickness of the cry stal. This fact has been u tilized
quite extensively since the advent of radio broadcasting s ta 
tions to control the frequency of the eieotromagnetlo waves
sent out by such statio n s. By connecting the quartz crystal
2
. -in the proper way in the grid c irc u it of the master o scillatin g
tube i t may be made to control the frequency of the o sc illa 
tions generated by th is tube, and to keep th is frequency con
stan t, within very close lim its, i f the temperature of the
crystal is maintained constant.

In the United States today

such control is made absolutely necessary by the large number
of stations which are in constant operation.

At the present

time, each statio n is allo tted a “channel” in the radio spec
trum te n kilocycles wide, and since the ten kilocycle channels
on each side of the given statio n are also in use by other
1lft>reeroft, J. B.. Brinolples of Radio Communication. 2nd
e d .| pp. 606-6.v
Duncan, R. L ., and Drew, C. E .s Radio Telephony and Telegraphy. pp. 741-50.
-------------

statio n s, i t is absolutely necessary, in order to avoid interferenoe, that the fundamental freg.uen0y be very nearly con
stan t. The quarts eryetal is the best means so far found to
accomplish th is.
However, the use of the quartz crystal as a means of con
tro llin g frequency is not its only important use, although at
the present time th is use is the most important* I t may also
be used as a generator of high frequency mechanical vibra
tions,

and i t is with th is use that the w riter has been par

tic u la rly concerned, and has f e lt that further study and in
vestigation might be of p ro fit.
If the faces of a quarts crystal are subjected to an a lte r 
nating voltage of the proper frequency for resonance with the
particu lar dimensions of the crystal (or for that matter, even
i f the frequency of the voltage is fa irly near the natural
frequency of the crystal) the la tte r w ill vibrate mechanically
quite violently.

One p articu lar use made of th is fact has been

in the production of what is called "supersound," which is
nothing more or less than sound of such high pitch or fre 
quency as to be inaudible to the human ear. The normal human
ear is able to distinguish sounds whose pitch is as high as
30,000 to 40,000 oyoles per second, but i f the pitch becomes
greater than th is , the sound, no matter how great the intensity,
^Cady, W. G., The Piezo-Electrio Resonator : Proe., I.R.E*,
vol, 10; 2, April, 1922.

beoomea inaudible. ;■-Smote, auper-aonio waves are produced when
1
a abort, s t i f f metal rod is struck with a hammer, or wfasa
two small stee l balls collid e, the frequency produced in the
la s t case being as high as 100,000 cycles per second. But
the waves produced in such ways are of feeble in te n sity , are
highly damped, hence die out very rapidly.

They are thus un

satisfactory for the experimental study @f ultra-eonioe.
The quartz resonator, however, furnishes a very convenient
and satisfactory method of prcdueing ¥ 0 atlrim©us undamped u ltra
sonic waves of frequencies ranging fromtfae upper lim its of
teaman hearing to more than a m illion cycles per second.
The ultra-sonic vibrations are of necessity produced in
liquid (often transformer oil) because a t these high frequen
cies the waves are so rapidly attenuated in a ir that propaga
tion through i t is practically impossible. This means that
the crystal plate is emersed in the liq u id v ib r a te s theref
and hence is subjected to varying pressures, depending on the
pressure exerted by the liq u id . The high frequency a lte r 
nating potential applied to the fhoes of the crystal (in
other words, the driving p o te n tia l) is usually supplied by
a vacuum tube o scillato r in conjunction with an am plifier.
O scillators having an output as high as three kilowatts have
been used with a crystal seven centimeters in diameter and
about five millimeters thick; the fact th at i t was submerged
' fEepweed, F. L ., "Ultra-Sonic Waves and Properties of
Inaudible Sound": Hature, 128, pp. 748-61, Oct. 81, 1981.

.

In transformer o il permitting the application of the very high
voltages to the erystale The uitra-aonie vibrations thus proauoea in the o il have a very high in tea siV **3 cause the pro-

auction of a large mound of o il a t the surfaee of the liquid
directly above the crystal plate* The fact that the vibrations
are in liquid make i t possible to very easily subject small
objects to the influence of the vibrations*
, As a result of these facts, the w riter decided to experi
ment vwith (1) a hydraulic method of increasing the amplitude,
and hence the energy, of the vibrations applied to the liquid
(as transformer o il) by the quartz plate; (2) an e le c tric a l
method of measuring (at least re la tiv e ly ) the amplitude of
the mechanical vibration of the quartz plate its e lf ; and (3)
the results of putting different pressures on the quartz plate,
i t being his opinion that more energy would be drawn from the
source by the crystal when vibrating under considerable press
ure than when vibrating freely .

Very l i t t l e lite ra tu re seems

available upon the subject of apparatus for measuring the
amplitude of the vibration of the crystal under different con
ditions, hence the particular need of fu rth er work in th is
fie ld .

The p articular method experimented with here, however,

is somewhat sim ilar in principle to that used by C. R. Randall1
of;the Bureau of Standards in his ultra-sonic internometer for
1
Randall, C. R,, "Ultrasonic Velocity Measurements,"
Bttgcau of Standards Journal of Research. 8, pp, 79-99, Jan.,

the measurement of the velocity of saper-eeunds in liquids.
He used a crystal^controlled o scillato r in connection with a
vacuum tube amplifier to drive a quarts crystal p late. This
plate vibrates directly against the lower side of a phosphorbronze diaphragm with which i t is held in contact by means of
spring pressure.

Directly above the diaphragm is the small

chamber which contains the liquid in which the velocity of the
sound wave is to be measured. At the top of the liquid cham
ber is a piston whose distance from the diaphragm may be adjusted
very accurately.

In th is way, by continuous adjustment, the

distance may be made an integral multiple of half the wave
length of the sound in the liquid, thus producing standing
waves in the liquid.

-S -
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Certain crystals which lack symmetry (including Rochelle
s a lt, tourmaline, s ilic a te of zinc, cane sugar, quartz, boraoite) exhibit electrical charges in particular regions whan
subjected to s tre s s .1 If e le c tric a l charges are due to heat
the effect is call®# ^ro-W lectrlc, but i f they are due to
stress i t is called piezo-electric.

I t is with the la tte r

effect only that we shall be concerned in th is th e sis.
Of the substances mentioned above, Rochelle s a lt has oonslderably the most pronounced piezo-electric e ffect, while
quartz exhibits a comparatively small one.

However, for use

in frequency control devices and in high-frequency resonators,
the mechanical properties of quartz make it the most suitable

mat e ria l.
About half a century ago the Curies discovered the piezoelectric e ffect.

They found th at when a crystal of quartz cut

in a certain way (see below) was vigorously compressed or
twisted an e le c tr ic charge was created upon i t s faces—a p osi
tive charge upon one face and a negative charge upon the other.
If the crystal was stretched instead of compressed the charges
reversed th eir sign—that i s , a negative charge appeared where
the positive one was when the crystal was compressed, and vice

versa.

This is called "the direct e f f e c t," and thus the di

rect effect is the production of charge as a result of str e ss.
4i]hnd, August, "Uses and P o ssib ilitie s of Piezo-electric
O scillators": Proo. I.R.R., Ho. 14, Aug., 1926, pp. 447-469.

la the converse effe c t, which Llppaan has shown must exist
whenever we have a direct effect which is thus reversible in
sign, a stra in appears in the crystal as a re su lt of the application of e le c tric clmrges to its surfaces. Thus, if a
positive charge is applied to one face and a negative to the
other, the crystal contracts or expands, depending upon the
face to which the positive charge is applied, farth er, i f we
apply an alternating potential difference to the faces of the
cry stal, there w ill be produced strain s which reverse in sense
when the potential reverses in sign# Thus the ezystal vibrates
as a resu lt of the application of a potential difference to
its faces. I t w ill vibrate to a certain extent even when the
applied alternating potential is rather fa r removed in frequen
cy from the fundMental natural frequency of the crystal p late,
but the vibration becomes much greater, in intensity when th e ..
frequency of the applied potential is the same as or very near
that of the crystal plate# This is the principle of the quarts
resonator.
. ..
.
\
.. . ; ..The feebleness of the effect pzsduced by applying mere
s ta tic pressure to the faces of the crystal may be seen from
the following data on a quartz plate one millimeter thick and
two and one-half centimeters square, out in the so-called
Curie fashion (see below).

I t was with plates of quartz so

cut that the Curies measured the charges which re su lt for
pressure.*

A weight of about one kilogram on tbe surface ofi

i Van Dyke, K# S ., "The Piezo-electric Resonator and its
Equivalent network” : Free. I.R .E ,, June, 1928, pp. 742-764.

th is plate should reduce it s thickness by about two parts in
ten m illion, and set up, in addition to this e la stic stra in ,
a dialectic stra in as well. This is caused by the fam iliar
Maxwell electric displaoement due to polarisation of the diel
ectric. With electrodes in contact with the square faces of
the quartz plates and connected to an external condenser of
the same capacity the difference in potential between them,
with one kilogram of pressure applied, was only about one 'v o lt,
instead of one hundred v o lts. If the condenser has larger cap
acity , the difference in potential would, of course, be smaller.
On the other hand, i f one hundred volts differenoe of poten
t i a l were applied across the crystal (that is , i f sufficient
charge were placed upon the electrodes to cause th is d iffe r
ence of potential) i t would become thinner or thicker by about
two ten-m illionths of a m illimeter. This is an extremely min
ute quantity, being equal to about only one-half of One thou
sandth of a lig h t wave. This pressure, which causes the quartz
plate to contract or expand along the direction of its thick
ness, causes i t simultaneously to expand or contract in a di
rection which is perpendicular to the thickness axis. Frac
tional changes in length along th is second direction, which
is transverse to the applied e le c tric fie ld , are equal in
magnitude to those occurring along the thickness axis.
Considering the extreme minuteness of the e ffe c ts , i t is
not surprising that the p iezo-electric e ffe c t in quartz was
for a long time of l i t t l e practical importance.

However, i f

the alternating potential differences are applied whieh are
near the reeonanee point of the crystal plate, the changes in
dimensions of the crystal become of su fficien t magnitude to
be Important,

This is due in great measure to the fact that

quartz is an almost perfect e la stic m aterial, capable,of vibrat
ing a very long time a fte r i t is once set into vibration.

In

fa c t, quartz resonators have such low damping that even when
vibrating in a ir the increase in amplitude a t resonance may
be several-thousand fold. Thus Cady found a four-thousand
fold increase for a typical plate even when damped by the pres
ence of electrodes as close as possible without contact. And
aocording to Van gyke (see footnote , p, 7), i f the one-milli
meter thick plate which we used above as an illu stra tio n of the
effects of pressure upon the crystal were to have its ampli
tude at resonance increased a thousand fo ld , an applied resonant
potential of one hundred volts across it s faces would produce
an amplitude about one-half the wave length of visible lig h t.
But to have produced a sim ilar amplitude by means of a steady
force (that is , a sim ilar degree of compression) would have
required a weight of one ton upon the crystal p late—assuming
that i t would not break under such pressure.
Quartz has a cry stallin e strueture.

The three principal

axes, mutually perpendicular, are called the optic axis, the
e le c tric (or piezo-electric) axis, and the mechanical axis.
When the crystal plate is cut so that it s major surfaces are
p arallel to the optio axis and perpendicular to an e le c tric
axis i t is said to be a crystal of the Curie or perpendicular

10-

cmt. This it the out ordinarily in use for o scillato r and
resonator work, and is the out used by the present w riter
in his experiments. However, there are other cuts possible,
one of them being termed the parallel or thirty-degree out.
In th is out the major surfaces of the plate are parallel to
both the optic and eleotrio axes. In eith er of these two
types of out the plates may be either circu lar, square, or
rectangular. However, i t is absolutely essential in produc
ing plates cut in eith er of these two ways, to have the prin
cipal faces of the plates s tr ic tly p a ra lle l. I f the crystal
is of the perpendicular out, i t w ill have in general three
fundamental natural frequencies of vibration called "modes.”
This is true regardless of whether the plate is in the form
of a c irc le , square, or rectangle. The two high frequencies
of vibration are close together with respect to the third fre 
quency, th is being due to the fact that the thickness of the
plate la small compared to its other two dimensions. Plates
of th is cut have temperature coefficients which may be eith er
positive or negative.

However, for th is type of out the fun

damental frequency of vibration (which is the highest of the
th re e ) is given with a good degree of approximation by the
equation
■' ' ’ : :

'

. '

. 88*6 '

'' • ■ ■ -

^Laok, F. R ., "Observations on Modes of Vibrations and
Temperature Coefficients of Quartz Crystal P lates": Pros.
I.R .E ., Ho. 17,pp. 1123-1141, July, 1929.

where fg is the freq*#acy, in kilocycles per second, and t is
the thickness of the plate, in millimeters* I t is th is funda
mental frequency w hichis usually used when quartz crystals are
employed t® control the frequency of o scillatin g circuits* and .
when they are used as resonating p lates. The other two are
relativ ely unimportante . However, for circular p la te s, these
other two frequencies are given, approximately, "by the relatio n s
'

■

v'.-

V

2715

. ' -

'

3830

"

where d is the diameter of the p late, in m illim eters, and the
frequencies are again expressed in kilocycles. I t w ill thus
he seen that the.two lower frequencies depend upon other d i
mensions than the thickness of the plate.
In o scillato r work the surfaces of the piezo-electric
plate are free and i t can he assumed th at the fundamental node
is at the center of the p late, and hence, th at it s thickness
is equal to one-half the wave length of the vibration in i t .
Whence i t follows that the velocity along the thickness dimen
sion is given hy
vs - . %

•

2tfg m 2kg - 5730

where g is a wave length, in centimeters. Using the value of
k given above (that is , k equal to 2855) Vg come out equal to
574,000 centimeters per second,

th is i s about the velocity of

sound in iron. This resu lt for velocity agrees fa irly well
with that obtained theoretically by use of the formula which
says that the velocity is equal to the square root of the
modulus of e la s tic ity of the quartz divided by its density.

If th is formula is used we obtain the result that Vg is equal
t© 640,000 centimeters per second.

In a sim ilar manner one

might find the velocities of propagation along the diameters
for the ether two modes, hut th is w ill not he entered into here.
Having thus seen that the quartz crystal plate out with
its thickness axis parallel to the electric axis (the Curie or
perpendicular cut) vibrates in three modes or at three d iffe r
ent frequencies, i t might be well to inquire as to just what
the actual mechanism of th is vibration is . A number of d iffe r
ent investigations have been made concerning th is . Two in
particular are those carried out by Crossley1 and Colwell.*2
Oroesley obtained his information (1928) at the Havel Research
Laboratory, and used chiefly the perpendicular out type cry sta l,
oscillating a t . i t s thickness mode. I t was found, in the f i r s t
place, that the maximum piezo-electric effect was obtained when
the three dimensions (thickness, width, and breadth) were
integrally related to each other. The presence of nodes upon
,

the surface of the vibrating crystal plate was indicated by
the behavior of a drop of water placed thereon.

The upper

electrode was made small compared to the area of the quartz
plate, so that the water drop could be placed d irectly upon
the crystal surface.

As soon as the water came into contact

with the crystal the greater part of i t arose in vapor, due,
^Crossley, A., "Modes of V ib ratio n in Piezo-Electric
Crystalst« Free. I.R.E, Ho. 16, April, 1928, pp. 417-422.
2Colwell1 R. 0,, "The Vibration of Quartz P la te s:" Eroe.
I.R.E. 10. 20, my, 1982, pp. 808-812.

bo

doubt, to evaporation.

The remaining quantity s p lit up

into small partiolea which assumed..definite positions upon
the surface of the crystal—each p article arranging its e lf
at the corner of a small, square, a l l of the p articles thus
being the same distance apart.

Since the water p articles

soon evaporated, they proved unsatisfactory fo r observation,

and ink was used instead.
the orystal#
had done.

This l e f t a permanent record upon

The ink spots grouped into squares as the water

How the points where the ink settled are the nodes,

or points of least vibration upon the crystal surface, the
antinodes, or points of. greatest vibration, being a t the cen
te r of each square. I t was found that the distance betwen
the ink spots (and therefore the length of a side of the
square) is equal to the thlekness of the c ry s ta l, which (as
noted above for greatest piezo-eleotrlo effect) is an integral ;
part of the other two dimensions.

This means that as far as

vibration is opnoerned, we may regard the quartz plate as made
up of. a mosiao of crystal cubes assembled- together, and when
the crystal is vibrated th e .surfaces o f,the cubes are risin g
and failin g —the greatest ris e being in the center of each
oube face.

The corners of the cube shew no mot ion at a ll and

are in fact the nodal points of the c ry sta l.

However, when

the surface of one oube is risin g , that of the next is fa llin g .
Croseley, in t he opinion of the w riter, in th is connection
makes use of a very good analogy when he likens, the quarts
crystal plate to a checkerboard* which has the altern ate red
'

'

and black squares upon its surface. . He suggests that we

-•14-

'

Tleuallze the instantaneous o scillatio n effect by,considering
for one moment th at the black j^iiares are moving upward while
the red squares are moving downward, and the next moment the
red #quare# are moving upward while.the black squares are mov
ing downward. . The maximum movement is a t the center of each
square and f a lls off . t© no movement a t the corners.

The length

of side of each square,,as- mentioned above, is equal to the
thickness of the crystal p late. So we see th at at any one in
stant half th e .surface of th e,p late is moving upward, while
the other half is moving downward. This means that i f we
placed a brass plate electrode upon the surface of the c ry sta l,
th is plate would be pushed up by,half the oscillatin g squares
of the crystal p late, would then f a l l again as these squares
returned to th e ir mean position, and would be pushed up again
as the other half of the squares rose above th e ir mean position.
I t would thus seem that the brass plate or diaphragm would, in
th is case, vibrate at twice the frequency and one-half the
amplitude of the vibration of the squares of the crystal plate
its e lf .

I t seems to the w riter that th is could be checked
■' ■
- 5• r
.experimentally, but unfortunately he has no data upon i t .
Assuming the velocity of sound in quartz (see above) to
be about 5,783 meters per second (Grossley assumed as is done
above that the wave length is equal to twice the thickness of
the c ry s ta l) Growslay obtained a value of 8.785 x 10
oentimeter-gram-eeoond units fo r Young's modulus.

This value

of Young's modulus is true only for oryetale cut in the per
pendicular fashion, and vibrating in the thickness mode.

It

will be different for those of the thirty-degree out or those
vibrating In either of the other two modes. I t w ill be found
that the value of Young’s modulus given here lie s between
values which have been obtained by the conventional mechanical
methods.

The la tte r are: (1) 10.3 x lO11 C.G.9. units for a

plane p arallel to the optic axis, and (2) 7.85 x 101- O.&.S.
units for plane perpendicular to the optic axis*
I t has also been shown independently by Wright and Stuart2,
that a f la t quarts crystal under the action of e le c tric o scil
la tio n in a circu it breaks up into segments which are separ
ated by nodal lin e s. However, they used lycopodium powder or
sand to render these lines visible to the eye.

According to

H. 0. Colwell, these lin es resemble closely in many reepeets
the nodal lines on a Chladni plate excited a t audible vibra
tions;

An approximate mathematical theory of the Chladni

lin e s has been given by Wheatstone^ and Hits*® For a square
plate the nodal lin es are straight lin es p arallel to the sides
of the plate. Their equation is
' ‘ " v --v-

m -ff z

:

. n 'Tf y

^Wright and Stuart, Bureau of Standards Journal of Research,
vol. 7, Ho* 8, pp. fill-553.
2Rayleigh, Sound, vol. 1, a r t. 22f*
?gR itz, , Ann, dor Phys. . , vol. 28. up * 737-et se q ,, 1909.

•1 § .

fills equation gives a series of squares when m is equal
to h and a series of rectangles when m is not equal to n.
From th is we see that we have-essentially the same breaking
up of the crystal plate into vibrating squares here that was
indicated by the ink spots in the experiments of Crossley.
I t can be shown that the quartz crystal may be replaced,
at least th eo retically , by an equivalent e le c tric network,
involving capacity, induetamee, and electromotive force.

It

has been stated that when the quartz plate is vibrating at
resonance with an applied potential difference the strains set
up in i t may be a thousand times as great as those set up by
a s ta tic potential difference of the same magnitude. A c ir
cuit may be set up which w ill show the same d ifferen tial effect
to current as the crystal shows to mechanical vibration.

The

current which flows through the quartz crystal does so for
two reasons.

The f i r s t is because of the condenser formed by

the two brass electrode plates and the quartz d ielectric
between them, and the second is because of the mechanical
vibration of the quartz its e lf . The current through the crys
ta l due to this vibration is much greater than that due to the
capacity effect alone. This w ill be explained in a l i t t l e
more d etail when we come to the experimental part of th is paper
For the present i t is su fficien t to say that a network may be
devised which, when put into the circu it in place of the quartz
c ry sta l, w ill have the same effect upon the current as actual
crystal does.

This network consists of a condenser in p arallel

-1 7 -

(see Fig. 8) with a chain, the chain consisting of an induc
tance and resistance in series with a condenser.

The conden

ser which is in p arallel with the chain is the element which
replaces the capacity effect due to the d ielectric properties
of the quartz alone.

The chain replaces the effect due to the

vibration of the crystal plate mechanically.
• "How-energy'Is the product of force and displacement.
Hence, i f the quartz crystal used as a resonator is re a lly
taking more energy from the driving source as more pressure
(which is force divided by area) is applied, we would expect
the product of the pressure applied and the corresponding
mechanical displacement of the surface of the crystal to in
crease as the pressure increased.

I t will be shown in mere

d etail la te r that the amplitude of th is displacement of the
crystal surface is d irectly proportional to the magnitude of
the vibration current referred to above.

-1 8 -

I I I . EXPERIMENTAL WORK

As stated in the intro duet ion to th is paper, the exjNirimental work was to consist of (1) an Investigation of an hy
draulic method of increasing the amplitude of vibration of a
piezo-eleotrio quartz erystal plate and thus deriving more
energy from the cry stal; (2) experiments with an e le c tric a l
method of measuring the re la tiv e differences in the amplitude
of mechanical vibration of the plate its e lf ; and (3) to try
to study the effects of pressure upon the magnitude of the
high-frequency current through the quartz crystal and upon
the amplitude of its vibration. With th is general objective
in view, the work was carried on in the following chronological
order. F ir s t, the o scilla to r and its associated amplifying
circu it was set up and te ste d . Second, the piece of apparatus
which we might well c a ll the hydraulic am plifier was constructed
in the shop of the Manuel Arte Department of the university.
Third, th is device m s tested in the output oirouit of the
vacuum tube am plifier, i t being driven by a quartz crystal
used as a resonator.

Fourth, the device fo r measuring re la 

tiv e in ten sities of vibration e le c tric a lly was tried at both
radio and audio frequencies.

F ifth, the effect of putting

pressure upon the oscillating crystal was observed.
We will now undertake to describe th is procedure in some
d etail.

•1 9 -

Two pieao-eleotrio quarts crystals approximately six ana
one-half millimeters thick and four centimeters square, ground
to zero beat frequency with each other, were purchased.

The

frequency of the fundamental thickness mode of these plates,
as determined by the precision wave meter of the General Radio
Company, was about 431-1/2 kilocycles per second.

The wave

meter scale division reading with coil B in its c ircu it was
1605.

One of the crystal plates was used as the control crystal

in the o sc illa to r, and the other one as a resonating crystal
in the output.
The o scillato r (see Fig. 1) was crystal controlled.

A

Ho. 210 vacuum tube was used, th is tube having an output of
7-1/2 watts.

I t was very easy to s ta rt the crystal to o s c illa t-

ing when the 210 tube was used, but rath er d iffic u lt to do so
r

v

' Vs.

-v

/ - y. ;

when other tubes were trie d .
210.

v ' . v 1. ' : ■: V

'

V:V...

'

--

:

-v .

Hence, the decision to use the

At f i r s t attempts were made to use a radio frequency

choke coil shunting the control c ry sta l, but resu lts were
not satisfactory.

Hence, resistances were tried and a re s is 

tant (grid leak type) of 2,000 ohms fin a lly decided upon.
is indicated as Re in Figure 1.

This

A power pact called a "power-

izer" operating from a 110-volt line was used to supply the
B-voltage, the tube being operated a t 350 volts on the p late.
The filament current was altern atin g and was obtained directly
from the 11 §-volt city line by means of a step-down transformer.
In the plate circu it of the oscillatin g tube was placed a
p arallel or "tank" c irc u it, as shown.

The variable resistance

shown in series with the condenser had a value of 2.8 ohms.

The voltage drop across th is reeistanee was impressed upon
the heater coil of a sensitive thermocouple meter by means of
one side of a double*pole double-throw knife switch.

The

unused pole of th is switch, in Fig. 1, is the pole that is
used in Fig. 2.

This arrangement enabled one thermocouple

to do for both c irc u its, and made possible the rapid compari
son of the currents flowing in the tank c irc u it of the o sc illa 
tor with those flowing in the tank circu it of the am plifier.
The other side of the thermocouple ma conneoted with a wall
galvanometer of the D^Araonyal type furnished with a small
telescope and scale.

AcoerSing to the indications of th is

galvanometer, there was obtained from the am plifier c ircu it
a current am plification of about three and one-half.

In order

to start the control crystal o sc illatin g i t was necessary each
time to set the condenser in the tank c irc u it back a few de
grees from i t s position a t maximum o scillatio n of the cry stal.
And i t was found that for stable results th is condenser had
to be kept at a settin g less than th is maximum setting.

The

control crystal was placed between two brass plates about
three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness. The upper plate
did not cover the entire surface of the c ry sta l, while the
area of the lower plate was somewhat greater than that of the
crystal surface.
The power amplifier consisted of one 850 type vacuum
tube (see Fig. 2), working in a c ircu it of the tuned-grid
tuned-plate type.

The purpose of the resistance Rg of Fig. 2

ia to neutralize the negative resistance of the grid oirouit
caused by the feedback through the elements of the tube. Un
less th is negative resistance is wiped out, the amplifying
oirouit w ill oscillate of its e lf . There i s about a three to
one atep-up in voltage between the output of the o sc illa to r
and the input of the am plifier.

The plate voltage (460 v o lts )

for the 860 tube is supplied by a rated gOO-volt, .25-kilowatt
direct-current generator.

I t is noteworthy that th is voltage,

although d ire c t, is not constant in magnitude, but fa lls to
zero twice every cycle.
out.

Ho attempt was made to "smooths" i t

The purpose of Cg is merely to by-pass the high fre

quency current around the generator.

I t had a value of one-

third aiorofarad.

An output of about ten watts was obtained

from th is oirouit.

I t was found th a t, within the precision

of the rave meter used, the frequency of the output was abso
lu tely ocnstant.

To s ta r t the entire circu it (o scillato r and

generator) i t was only necessary to turn on the powerizer,
the generator, and the filament transformer.

Both the 210 and

the 260 tubes used the same secondary for th e ir filament ourren t--th at is , the two filaments were In p a ra lle l.

The coils

used in a ll the oirouits of the experimental work were wound
from Ho. 20 double cotton-covered copper wire on forms 8 cen
timeters in dlade te r. '

:

' Th# source of alternating current power having been set
up and tested, the next thing that was done was the construc
tion of the device which we have called rather loosely the

am**
"ii^braulio am plifier," wMoh is shewn in Figure 4.

All metal

parts of th is device are of cast-iron except the diaphragms,
the red fib er in the base; certain brass thumb screws, the
brass electrodes, and the steel plunger,

the over-all height

of the instrument when set up is about twenty centimeters, and
its diameter a t the base about twelve centimeters.
The braes plates or electrodes between1-which the quartz
crystal re sts are polished f la t to within the one-thousandth
part of an inch on the sides in contact with the cry sta l .

'

This

is to remove irre g u la ritie s in th e ir surfaces which would cause
the crystal to break when large pressures were applied. The
lower electrode rests upon a block of red fib e r , and is thus
insulated from ground and from the re st of the apparatus.
The rod or stru t proceeding from the upper brass electrode to
the vibrating diaphragm above is of brass also and is soldered
directly to the center of a f la t brass die©, which disc rests
in immediate contact with the diaphragm.

The diaphragm used

was an ordInary telephone ree# iver dimphragm of ferr©-type
ste e l, five and one-half centimeters in diameteri japanned upon
both sides.
(see Fig# 4).

It was held or "floated" between two rubber rings

Directly above th is telephone diaphragm was the

chamber In which the hydraulic flu id was contained*

Trans

former oil was considered but i t was fin a lly decided to use
mercury, as th is had the additional advantage of being a good
oonduotor of current, and henoe could be used la te r in the
:

experiments designed to measure the amplitude through which
the diaphragm below the mercury vibrated.

As may be seen from

-25, fFigure 4, the mercury chamber Is of large diameter compared
with its depth, am# tea two small-bore ©peuinga in i ts upper
side.

The central opening is about a millimeter in diameter,

while the one near the side is about five times as g reat.
The purpose of th is la s t opening, which is threaded on the in
side and provided with a screw, is simply to provide a means
■
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of regulating the pressure upon the liquid within the chamber,
and also as a means of changing the height to which th is liquid
rise s in the central capillary tube.
At the top of the central tube i t w ill be noticed that we
have fitte d a small stee l plunger or rod, which extends upward
and oonneots with another diaphragm above.

The diaphragms used

at th is point of the apparatus were of exactly the same diameter as the one used below', but were of brass instead of steel
and varied in thickness from 0.06 millimeter to to 0,28 m illi

meter.

The best thickness, however, was 0.20 m illimeter.

The

thickness of the s te e l diaphragm was about 0.20 millimeter

also.

The relatively large chamber provided above th is second

diaphra^t is for the purpose of holding any liquid to which i t
might be desired to transmit the supersonic vibrations.

How

ever, th is chamber was not used a t a ll in the present experi

ments.

The device was so constructed that th is upper chamber

could be entirely removed, as could also the upper diaphragm
and plunger, thus leaving the capillary tube of the lower cham
ber open at the top, and exposed to complete view.
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Froa the figure i t w ill he seen th at the entire upper
jairt of the apparatus is auspendea above the base (which con
s is ts of. a ring of cast-iron surrounding a red fib e r bleak)
by thumb screws set into the metal, parts of the base.

This is

to furnish a means of regulating the pressure which the lower
diaphragm exerts upon the stru t and d isc :below i t and hence
upon the quartz cry stal.

The whole apparatus is so constructed

that i t may be completely dismantledy. both diaphragms rwoved,
and even the upper part of the mercury chamber removed from
over the lower diaphragm.

In .fa c t, th is part is held: in place

by four screws which hold i t tig h tly against the upper of the
two rubber rings, between wMch the diaphragm is held.
we have a liquid-tighteham ber.

' '

Thus

-v7;. v

-

.

In assembling the apparatus the quartz crystal was f i r s t
placed between its two brass electrodes, and the brass stru t
and dies placed upon the upper electrode.

Then the telephone

diaphra^a was put into place from above, and the upper part
of the meroury chamber screwed down over i t .

The mercury was

admitted to th is chamber by means of the opening a t the aide
with the pressure screw in i t .

A small medicine dropper was

used to put i t in th is opening.
The theory

•

,

the operation of the device is t h i s : The

diameter of the meroury chamber is four and one-half centimeters,
while the depth is only one-half centime te r.

This means that

the area of the base of the chamber is about 15.7 square cen
timeters or 1,570 square millimeters.

On the other hand, the

diameter of the capillary tube is only one millimeter and
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henoe its cross-sectional area is only about 0.8 of a square
millimeter.

How since the fluid contained in the chamber is

supposed to be practically incompressible, i t follows that
when, say, the diaphragm rise s one millimeter (a much ex
aggerated figure) the volume of the liquid displaced would
be 1,570 cubic millimeters, a l l of which would have to pass
up into the capillary tube; therefore, since the area of the
base of th is cylinder is 0.8 millimeters, the liquid must
rise to a height of about 1,960 millimeters above its in i t i a l
level.

Which simply moans th a t a given ris e of the diaphragm

causes a ris e almost two thousand times as great of the liquid
in the capillary tube.

This is the principle involved in the

hydraulic am plification of the vibration of the diaphragm.
Of course, in the actual case the diaphragm would move upward
only a very small distance, and the rise of the mercury in
the tube would be correspondingly small.

How, i t is a well-

known fact that a column of material in which sound is tra v e l
ing w ill be resonant to a p articular wave length in case the
length of the column is an integral multiple of one-half the
wave length*

I f th is condition is met, there w ill be stand

ing waves produced in the column and i t w ill vibrate with
maximum amplitude.

How i t turns out that the wave length of

u ltra sound at a frequency of 431.5 k ilo c y c le s per second
In mercury is about three m illim eters, and therefore one-half
the wave length is 1.5 millimeters.

This means that i f we

move the plunger up or down in the cap illary tube through a

distance o f l . 5 millimeters we w ill be able to pass from one
resonant length to the next, and by having a fine control over

the movement of the plunger we w ill be able to so adjust the
length of the oolumn of mercury above the diaphragm u n til it
is exactly an integral multiple of one-half the wave length of
the vibration*

In this apparatus th is fine adjustment is pro

vided by rotating the whole cast-iron cylinder which carries
the upper diaphragm, th is cylinder being.provided with threads
which mesh with sim ilar threads on the cylinder just under i t .
Thus, when the quartz crystal is vibrated under the lower
diaphragm, thus causing the la tte r in turn to vibrate up and
down between i t s rubber rings, we w ill have a resonant mercury
column acting upon a steel plunger which drives a second brass
diaphragm, which w ill execute o scillations of. the same frequency

as the f i r s t , but of an ;amplitude greater by almost two thou
sand times.

By means of the thumb screws considerable pressure

oould be put upon the c ry sta l, and hence i f our theory, is
correct, sufficient energy thus obtained to maintain th is

great increase in the amplitudency vibrations of the upper
diaphragm.

'.;

:
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Now i t la certainly true that a given diaphragm w ill be
resonant to a given frequency, and w ill show a response at
th is frequency much greater than a t other frequencies.

In

fa c t, th is resonant frequency, at least for f a irly low fre quenoies, is given by the equation
^KSnnelly. A. E .. E lectrical Vibration Instruments.

•• •■

243 x 10 ;x b

sv',-'- va-1.■; ;
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where-f i s .the resonant frequency of the diaphraem in .cycles
per second; b is i t s thickness in centimeters, and a is its
elaap radius in cestl»eSarw* ; fMia re la tio n ia only true for
ferro-typd ste e l.

For the telephone ..diaphragm used.in th is

apparatus, the resonant frequency comes out about 800 cycles
per second.

I t may be„seen from th is formula that in order

for a diaphragm of the diameter meed to be resonant at 431.5
kilocycles i t would have to be 11 centimeters thick, assuming,
of course, that the above re la tio n would hold; for such high
frequencies.

So i t was: out of the question to attempt to take

advantage of the resonant properties of.the diaphragm at the
frequency herein employed.

A great deal of time and effo rt

was spent in trying to. make th is piece of apparatus function
as. here deeeribeS, attempts being made to detest and compare
the oaoillation of the lower and upper diaphragms.

The re 

su lts w ill be given in the next section of th is paper.
The e le c tric a l circu it which was actually used to drive
the resonating crystal in th is and. succeeding parte of ex
perimental werk is shown in-Figures 2 and 3.

In a l l cases

the crystal and its eleetredes were put in p arallel with a
variable condenser, the capacity of which was adjusted to
produce resonance.

I t was. the very small capacity of the

quartz plate and ite h c ld e r th a t made i t necessary to have,
i t shunted with another condenser in order to obtain re®©nance
i n t h e entire c irc u it.

In the second part of the work of th is paper attempt#
were made to measure e le c tric a lly the re la tiv e amplitudes,
of vibration of a diaphragm when the la tte r was subjected to
varying conditions*

The circu its and apparatus employed fo r

th is purpose are shown in Figures 3 and 5.

That of Figure

3 was used with the hydraulic am plifier described above,
while that of Figure 5 shows the c irc u its used in the exper
iments with audio fWquenoies.

!

:

;

Referring to Figure 3, we see th at the upper diaphragm
of tM hydraulic device, together with i t s supporting cylinder,
has been removed, leaving the capillary tube exposed to view.
A glass tube of very fin e bore was inserted in the metal tube,
and projected ju st beyond i t at the top.

Then a fine carbon

wire about one-fourth of an inch long, welded to a fine cop
per wire in turn, is placed in th is glass tube in suoh a man
ner th at the oar ben wire p ro je c ts :into the surface of the
mercury in the tube.

Especial care was taken that the carben

wire extended only a short distance above the surface of the
mercury (about one-sixteenth of an inch) before joining the
copper wire.
cu lt.

This assured a lew to ta l resistance in the o ir-

I t was found from experiment that a piece of carbon

wire about one ineh long had a resistance of about 40 ohms,
and hence a piece one-sixteenth inoh long would have a re 
sistance of about 2.5 ohms.

The only other appreciable re 

sistance in the c irc u it is th at of the battery and c o il Lg.
With these connections, it was found that the to tal reels taw #
was less than 4 ohms•

The theory of the device is as follows; The 3-volt bat
tery sends a direct current around the c ir c u it, through the
carbon filam ent, then the mercury, then the co il, and back
to the other side of the battery.

I f the mercury column in

the glace tube is not vibrating, this current w ill be con
stant.

But if i t is risin g and fa llin g , due to the vibration

of the diaphragm under i t , then the amount of carbon filament
in the circu it w ill be changing, and hence the resistance of
the circ u it will no longer be constant.

In fa c t, i t w ill vary

cyclically through values both above and below its mean value
at a frequency equal to the frequency of vibration of the
mercury column.

How, from Ohm’s law, i t may be shown that

th is cyclic variation of resistance w ill produce a cyclic current of the same frequency, since the E.H.F. of the battery is
constant.

Further, the amplitude of the alternating current

so produced w ill be directly proportional to the amplitude of
the variation in the. resistance of the c ir c u it, which in turn
is d irectly proportional to the amplitude of vibration of the
mercury column.
Obviously, the less the to ta l resistance of the c irc u it,
the greater the fraction of i t represented by the change in
resistance in the carbon filament w ill be, and hence the greater
the current.

Further, for maximum current, the length of the

mercury column must be such aa to satisfy the condition for
standing waves.

The carbon filament wire employed in th is work

was obtained fir cm the old type carbon lamps.

It was taken from

the vacuum bulbs in.such a way that the joint between the car
bon and its copper supporting wires was preserved.

This made

i t unneeesaary to do any further ,welding.
:lt will be hotibed that the output of th is ciro u it drives
the grid ooil @f #1*A tube.

This served as an amplifier o f -

the alternating current created in the'carbon filament circu it
jmst described.

In the condenser branch of the tank e lrc u it of

th is tube is the indicating meter—a V/eston thermogalvanometer,
reading from aero to 115 milliamperes. '

^:

In the actual use of th is device, different pressures were
put upon the quartzrcrystal :in:the hydraulic am plifier and the
corresponding reading of th is therm ^ilvanw eter noted.

This

reading, according to our theory, should have been proportional
to th® amplitude Of the vibration of the crystal.
In Figure 5 we have the set-up used in the audio frequency
part of th is experiment•

The audio current was furnished by a

tube audio o sc illa to r, and th is current was sent directly
through the coils of an ordinary telephone receiver held in an
upright position#

The diaphragm of th is receiver then vibrated

with sufficient intensity to be easily heard anywhere in the
room.

In th is experiment the small space between the diaphragm

of the receiver and its hard rubber sap constituted the mercury
chamber.

A small wooden plug with a hole through its center

was fitte d into the central opening of; th is ©ap through whioh
was run the small glass capillary tube.

Hear the edge of the

cap a hole was bored and f itte d also with a woodentplug#

This

served as an opening through'which the mercury was admitted and
also provided an entrance fo r the oopper wire lead to the mercury

The carbon filament in th is case, as in the radio frequency
case, made contact with the mercury in.the glass tube.

In

the audio frequency case the carbon filament circu it was con
nected to the indicator c irc u it by means of an iron core audio
transformer of very low resistance (primary resistance about
3 ohms) and the indicating device was a sensitive pair of head
phones in the secondary of th is transformer.

In actually

running th is experiment a number of d ifferen t audio frequencies
were used and the corresponding operations of the carbon f i l a 
ment circu it observed by listen in g a t the ear phones.

The

principle of operation of th is oirouit was exactly the same as
that involved in the radio frequency case.
The la s t part of the experimental work was devoted to the
determination of the effect of pressure upon the magnitude of
the resonant current through a quartz crystal plate.

To carry

out th is purpose a b a k e lite ,holder (see Figure 7) was con
structed and belted to a solid wooden.base which rested upon
a thick sheet ef plate glass.

The whole was then set upon a

massive concrete p illa r. : The crystal plate (which was the .
same used in previous experiments) was prevented from moving
off the surface of its lower electrode (when the voltage was
applied) by the sides of the bakelite holder.

The surface of

the upper brass plate was ju st covered by a bakelite plate of
the same shape and size, and between these two plates was
placed a thin sheet of t i n f o i l , which was welded outside to
the upper lead to the cry stal. The lead to the lower electrode
passed through a hole d rille d in the base of the holder.

Vary

ing pressures upon the surface of the crystal were obtained
by placing gram and kilogram weights upon the surface of the
bakelite plate in contact with the upper electrode.

The c ir 

cuit which drove the crystal resonator so formed was that show
in Figure 2, the current through the plate being indicated by
the Weston thermogalvanometer* All parts of th is c ircu it were
insulated from ground by being placed upon bakelite plates.
How, as was stated in a previous part of th is paper, i t
may be shown mathematically that the current flowing through
a vibrating quartz plate driven as a resonator divides into
two components* One component flows because of the condenser
formed by the quartz d ie le c tric and its brass electrodes, and
the other beoauee of the actual mechanical vibration of the
quartz plate.

The current due to the vibration is nf suffl*

cleat magnitude relativ ely to make that due to the condenser
negligible.

Thus Van Dyke gives an illu s tra tio n of a case in

which the vibration current was ten milliamperes, while the
condenser current, under the same conditions, was only three
microamperes, a difference facto r of more than three thousand.
Furthermore, he shows that the vibration current through the
crystal le given by the expression"*"

i

= 2TT fe a* A

2x
' s» = _____
1«
^Adapted from Voigt. "Lehrbuck der K rlstallphyslk. " pp.
915-919.
-------------------------- ---- ■

where f is the frequency of vibration, e a certain piezo
e lectric constant, A the area of the crystal face, x the
actual mechanical displacement of the surface of the crystal,
and 1’ its, thickness.

From th is relation i t is d e a r that

the magnitude of the vibration current is d irectly proportional
to the magnitude of the mechanical vibration of the crystal,
and hence may be used as a measure of i t , since the condenser
component of the current is negligible.

This fact taken ad

vantage of in experimental work to determine the effects of
s ta tic pressure upon the amplitude of vibration of a quartz
;
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crystal driven as a resonator.
In the actual procedure weights were placed successively

upon the bakelite plate covering the upper electrode and the
corresponding current through the crystal read from the thermo
galvanometer.
Since i t was thought th at the product of the pressure
and th is amplitude would increase as the pressure increased,
i t follows that we would expect the product of the weight placed
upon the crystal and the current through the crystal to in
crease as the weight upon it increased.

In the next section

we w ill see that th is was actually the case.

: . ' ■'• : ;

.

; IT* .RESULTS ■.'
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I t is an unfortunate flaot that the results attained with
the hydraulie am plifier and oarbon filament method of measur
ing the amplitude of th e :meohanieal vibration of a diaphragm,
both at audio and radio firafuanoles, were largely negative,
However, some positive results were obtained from the study
of the effects of pressure upon the surface of the quartz
crystal*
When the hydraulic am plifier was set up as indicated in
the preceding section of th is work and the o scilla to r s ta rte d ,
the quarts crystal used as a resonator in the hydraulic device
oscillated quite violently.

This could be ^easily determined

from the high-pitched note i t emitted, and from the fact that
the upper brass electrode burned the finger when touched.
Also, Unless held firmly in place by some arrangement, the
crystal would attempt to slide from between its brass plate
electrodes, thus stopping the oscillation*

However, such

easily detected oscillations were produced only when the
variable condenser in parallel with the crystal had a cer
ta in very definite se ttin g .

So i t was definitely known that

the crystal i t s e l f was oscillating*

But i t was impossible

to detect any vibration in the telephone disk of the hydrau
l i c device above, with or without the mercury over it*

The

mercury was removed because i t was thought that its weight
might be sufficient to damp out the vibration of the diaphragm

but this did no good.

If th is diaphragm had been vibrating

i t should have been possible to detsot th is condition with a
finger placed gently upon i t .

However, reliance was not placed

upon th is alone, but the carbon filament method of indicating
vibration, described in the preceding section, was tried here
without re su lt. This w ill be described in more d etail Just a
l i t t l e la te r.

Since the lower diaphragm of the device was not

vibrating i t was of course manifestly impossible to te st the
operation of the mercury column in the capillary tube, the
steel plunger, and the brass upper diaphragm.
I t seems probable to the writer th at the cause of the
non-vibration of th is diaphragm was the large meohanioal in
e rtia of the apparatus between the u p p er,cry stal_electrode and
its lower surface.

I t w ill be remembered that th is consisted

of a rather heavy brass s tru t about a n .inoh. long, surmounted
with a brass disk which was in immediate contact with the te le 
phone diaphragm.

Since there is no reason to suppose that

th is system was in mechanical resonance with the. frequency of
the quartz crystal, it seems to the writer that i t would be
quite possible that it was not set into vibration by the crystal
when operated at the lower power available (certainly less
than ten w atts),

Had i t been possible to re-design the appara

tu s, a very great improvement would probably be to arrange the
crystal so that its upper surface would vibrate d irectly against
the lower surface of the lower diaphragm.

This is the arrange

ment employed by C. R, Randall with much success in his u ltra 
sonic interferometer.

But, although the author is of the
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opinion that th is diaphragm never vibrated a t a l l , he is o o a polled to admit, ainoe there waa no other way available to
teat the workability, at radio frequencies, of the oarbon
fialment detector, that th is diaphragm might have been vibrat
ing a fte r a ll,

,

In trying to use.the carbon filament deteotor c irc u it,
voltages from one and one-half volts up to four and one-half
volts were trie d , the highest voltage producing a current of
almost one ampere through the oarbon filament,

fhe reason euoh

high voltages were employed was because, as may be derived
from Ohm*e law, the change in current due to a change in the
resistance of the c irc u it, is greater when the E, M. F. in the
circu it is greater.

Attempts were made to detect an a lte rn e t-

ing current in th is circu it both by placing the thermogalvan©meter directly in series with i ts condenser, and by placing
i t in the tank circu it of the 201-A tube am plifier, as is
shown in Figure 3, When th is meter was in the oarbon f i l a 
ment oirouit its e lf , an.alternating current of about five or
six milliamperes was noticed to be flowing through i t , and i t
was at f i r s t thought th at th is was caused by an actual varia
tion in the resistance of the c irc u it, caused in turn by the
vibration of the mercury column around the oarbon wire.

How

ever, when the oarbon wire was removed from the c irc u it, an
equivalent resistance put in to replace i ts resistance, and a
fine copper wire allowed to dip into the mercury in the capil
lary tube in its place, the current indicated by the meter
was the same.

This experiment proves that this current oould

■« S f -

not be eauaed by the vibratioa o£ the mercury oolumn, for i f
th is had been the case, i t would have ceased when the copper
wire was substituted for the carbon wire, since the resistance
of the copper wire per unit length is very much less than that
of the carbon filament#

But the indicated current did not

even decrease, le t alone become zero.

So i t was decided that

the probable reason for th is current was the capacity coupling
between the circ u it in which the crystal was placed and the
circu it in which the carbon wire was placed,

th is coupling

must have been by means of the brass s tru t, disk and diaphragm,
i t being significant th at the diaphragm was a ste e l disk be
tween two insulators—the Japan upon both of its surfaces.
Hence, even if there was a smaller current due to the effect
dee ired, it would have been masked by th is larger current due
to the capacity coupling.

I t seems almost needless to mention

that a series of different pressures was put upon the crystal
by means of the thumb-screws of the hydraulic device, and that
the height of the mercury column was varied, a l l without pro
ducing an appreciable effect upon the current indicated by the
meter in the carbon filament c irc u it. I t might be mentioned
here that in a ll of these experiments the voltage developed
across the crystal must have been quite high, since It was
sufficient to cause a spark almost a sixteenth of an inch long
when the circu it was broken and the wire held th at near one
of the brass electrodes.

Had the current been due to vibration

of the mercury column, i t should have varied in magnitude as
the height of th is oolumn was varied, due to the resonance

effect attained when i t s length was an integral multiple of
one-half the wave length. :

,

-

. ^

:

: . : Since, as has been stated, i t was thought that the dia
phragm under the merouxy chamber.Ite e lf was not vibrating, i t
was decided to te s t the oarbon filament scheme a t audio fre quenoiea where by means of the ear we would .know that i t was
vibrating.

So a current of about a thousand cycles was passed

through the coils of the telephone receiver as described in
the preceding section of th is paper, and the diaphragm of the,
receiver vibrated with such in tensity that i t was possible to
hear i t a ll over the laboratory.

Tfhen the mercury was poured

int c the chamber just above the dlaphragm i t damped i t ooneld erably, but i t was s t i l l pcsslble to easily hear i t .

Then

a current was started in the carbon fialment c ir c u it, and am
attempt made to hear, by, means of the ear phones, any A. C.
which might be there.

And It can be said, without a doubt,

that when the to tal carbon wire in the circu it was made very
small, a vibration of the same frequency as that of the os
c illa to r was heard in these phones, and that th is vibration
became less when the amount of oarbon filament in the c irc u it
was Increased, and ceased altogether when copper wire was sub
stitu ted for the oarbon.

Hence, i t must have been due to the

desired e f fe c t.. However, i t was very feeble, and of no im
portance in comparing relativ e in ten sitie s of vibration.

But

i t is the w riter's b e lie f, that i f i t had been possible to have
had a mercury column long enough ( it would have required one
about a foot long—obviously impossible) to be resonant to
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the theueana-oyole ourrent, then there might have been real
ized a very pronounced alternating eurreat due to the effect
desired.
In the la s t part of the experiment same positive results
were obtained*

Weight* ranging from 100 grams to 10 kilograms

were plaoed successively upon the bakelite plate which covered
the upper brae# electrode of the c ry s ta l, and the corresponding
currents, as indicated by the thermogalvanometer, through the
crystal were noted.

The resu lts are given in the table below.

It might be mentioned in paeeing that the high-pitched "sing
ing" note produced by the crystal when oscillatin g increased
in intensity when increased pressures were applied, thus seem
ing to confirm the resu lts, a t least qualitativ ely , of the table.
Pressure,
grams
100
500
1,000
8,000
0,000
4,000
6,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
11,000
12,000
10,000

Meter reading.
.S.V
l.o
8,0
8,2
8.6
2.8
0.2
0.8
4.5
5.2
6.0
6.8
7,5
8.2
9.0
9.8

sons

Current
H.A.
8.0
14.0
15.0
16.5
18.0
19.5
21.5
20.8
26.0
28.0
00.0
02.0
00.0
04.5
35.8
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fhe value# In the la s t column on the rig h t of the table
are translated from scale reading divisions of the currentsquared meter to milltamperes by means of the conversion curve

furnished with the Instrument.

Since th is curve is drawn to

a rather small scale, these values are not highly accurate in
a l l cases.
I t was noticed th at the am plifier c irc u it seemed to be
working into a greater load when large pressures were applied
to the crystal than when small ones were applied*

This was

indicated by the reading of the wall galvanometer described
in the preceding section of th is paper.
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V. COIOLUSIQHS
From the results of the experiments deaoribed in the pre
vious pages i t is conoluded that the hydraulic am plifier, a t
least as there constructed, is inoperative.

The probable rea

sons for th is have been given.
From experiments with the carbon filament c irc u it, i t is
thought, s t i l l , that the fundamental principles of th is circu it
are sound, and th at had it been possible to obtain, under the
mercury chamber, a diaphragm really vibrating at radio frequen
cies, then this scheme for measuring re la tiv e amplitudes of
mechanical vibration would have functioned.

It might have been

necessary, however, to have decreased considerably the volume
cf the mercury in this chamber and hence the volume of the cham
ber its e lf , in order to avoid the damping effect caused by the
weight of the mercury.
V
From experiments with the. carbon filament c irc u it at audio
frequencies it is concluded th at th is circu it really functioned

as theory requires, but with a very feeble intensity.

I t is

thought, however, that the effect might be increased greatly by

having a mercury column of correct length to be resonant with
the frequency worked with.

From the experiments with effects cf pressure on the quartz
cry stal, used as a resenator, upon the current through th is
crystal i t is concluded that the current through the crystal

Increases with an increase of pressure upon i t , the law of
th is increase being indicated by the curve of Figure 9.

Hence,

since the current through the crystal is d irectly prepertlonal
to the amplitude of its mechanical vibration, it is concluded
that th is amplitude increases with an increase in the pressure
upon the face of the crystal#

Thereforei since both the force

factor and the displacement factor increase with pressure, i t
follows that th e ir product must increase a l l the more, and so
i t is concluded that the crystal really does draw more energy
from the oxoillator when under considerable pressure than when
under a small pressure.

This conclusion is strengthened by

the behavior of the galvanometer already referred to in the
la s t part of the previous chapter#
From these la st results i t is also concluded, since more
energy pay be obtained from the crystal when under pressure,
that the fundamental principle of the hydraulic am plifier is
sound, a fte r a l l , and that i t was inoperative in th is case

because of wrong design, as was pointed out above.
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